Dear Sebastien Ducos,
Chair, GNSO

Thank you for your letter dated January 6th, 2023 on the topic of Bulk Domain Registration (BDR). In that letter, three specific questions were asked, and while we answer those questions to the best of our knowledge below, we’ve also taken this opportunity to share thoughts and insights on this topic in general, where appropriate. The DNS Abuse Institute appreciates the opportunity to provide input, and is very pleased to act as a resource to the GNSO, and the wider ICANN community.

Q1: What information, evidence or complaint statistics can you share that can shed further light on the potential role of bulk registrations in DNS Abuse?

The DNSAI does not currently have any statistics or evidence on bulk registrations. The DNS Abuse Institute does however collect a substantial amount of data as part of our DNSAI: Compass™ initiative. We’ll conduct some exploratory research to see if we can identify bulk domain registrations, and would plan to share any relevant results. If others have data, or a proposal on how to study this issue, we’re happy to engage there as well.

In response to your letter, the DNSAI conducted a modest survey of available academic or commercial research on the issue of bulk domain registration, with the hope of finding insights into how others have defined the issue, and what they have learned. Our survey uncovered very little research specifically into issues of BDR, though a number of works touch on the topic. References to BDR often reference the same single source of research. The papers we examined are included in the appendix to this letter.

The two papers (1, 2) primarily concerned with BDR offer some interesting insights, but appear to be fundamentally inappropriate as a starting point for community discussion as they do not examine, or attempt to examine, bulk registered domains unrelated to blocklists. They each take as their starting place domains from blocklists, leaving the exploration of benign but bulk registered domains untouched. It is nearly certain that some domain names acquired in bulk are also malicious registrations, but any real data-driven understanding of bulk domain registration needs to start from an attempt to discover all BDRs, to then understand what proportion is harmful.

Interestingly, and perhaps more significantly, from our research not only is there no consistent definition of bulk registration, there is no particular effort to define the concept clearly. Bulk Domain Registration has been referred to as both the mechanism by which the domains were
acquired, such as via API, or by the amount of domains acquired within an arbitrary amount of
time. A general categorization of the work would be that most appear to see bulk domain
registration where a single actor is acquiring more than one domain, from a single registrar, over
an undefined amount of time, though in the research above it was measured in days.

Q2: Are you of the view that further work may be beneficial to address potential issues
with bulk registrations in the context of DNS Abuse? If yes, please provide further
details.

Following on from our first answer, we are of the view that research would need to be conducted
to determine the scale of any issues related to BDR prior to any policy work from the community.
Without any insights into the role that BDR plays in general, it is difficult to determine definitively
that work needs to be conducted with regards to the role BDR plays in DNS Abuse.

Definitional Issues
As discussed in our response to Q1, there is no accepted, or even meaningfully proposed
definition of what Bulk Registration means. Further, if you define “Bulk” as a specific number of
domains registered by an individual registrant within a specific amount of time, you’ve created a
clear recipe for bad actors to avoid detection. There is a tremendous amount of diversity in the
marketplace, with the largest registrars adding tens of thousands of domains a day, and
hundreds of registrars that add less than a 100 domains a day; “Bulk” registration might be very
different from one registrar to another.

In order to avoid providing a threshold to exploit, defining bulk registrations as relative to the
number of domains per transaction\textsuperscript{1} for each registrar is a potential avenue forward. Where the
number of domains in a purchase is above some defined percentile (recognizing the threshold
would be quite a high percentile) of domains per transaction for that registrar. However, we note
that even relative standards for defining bulk registrations could have challenges within
individual registrars, as registrar transactional volume and transaction characteristics (e.g.
domains per transaction) can vary significantly due to marketing campaigns and promotions.

Absolute definitions are exploitable and could present an unfair burden on both very large and
very small registrars or those who serve particular markets, and relative definitions are
complicated and require sophistication to implement. There is no easy answer; a thoughtful and
nuanced approach is required.

Q3: What measures, if any, do registrars and/or registries have in place in relation to bulk
registrations (examples might include, but are not limited to, additional checks adopted
where registrations go above a certain threshold, and restrictions on bulk registrations
from new accounts)? Are these found to be effective in constraining malicious actors?

\textsuperscript{1} Or, per customer
Would there be value in promoting the adoption of such measures on a voluntary basis, or should adoption through policy development be considered? Is there potential harm in the adoption of such measures?

On the Registry side, there has been considerable work done on a subset of BDR that does clearly fall into the category of DNS Abuse; Domain Generating Algorithms (DGAs). The RySG DNS Abuse Working Group and the GAC Public Safety Working Group published a Framework on Domain Generating Algorithms Associated with Malware and Botnets that is useful in identifying Registry practices in addressing DGAs. Similarly, the Internet and Jurisdiction Policy Network has a helpful Framing Brief - Improving the Workflow of Fighting Botnets: Handling Algorithmically Generated Domains on the topic of DGAs. While each of these works are helpful, DGAs are just one small subset of the possible universe of what could be “Bulk” registrations. And we note that, depending on the definition, registrations from a DGA might not be classified as “Bulk” registrations.

The experience of the DNSAI is that there is substantial diversity within the Registrar ecosystem on how registrars address issues of abuse, and how each architects its registration flow. Most retail registrars have access to some anti-fraud tools as part of processing payments. These tools are generally able to use an array of transactional attributes, including number of items, transaction amount, and length of customer relationship to flag potentially fraudulent transactions. The DNSAI published a best practice on the use of these tools to reduce abuse in December of 2022. The financial risk associated with fraud and abuse increases with the transaction amount, which can be impacted by the number of domains (and price of those domains) increasing the importance of these practices.

We are supportive of payment-based approaches to fighting DNS abuse for a few reasons:

- Payment processors are going to have state of the art methods for detecting fraud and malicious actors
- Most retail registrars are already going to be integrated to these tools, minimizing development time and effort
- Registrars are incentivized to detect fraud, and reduce credit card chargebacks. We can leverage this self-interest to simultaneously reduce abuse and fraud.
- The attributes of abusive registrations may already be included in detection algorithms regardless of whether they are “bulk”

While we are very vocal in our support of leveraging payment-based techniques and technologies, in our view, mandating their use via policy development goes too far in dictating registrar operational processes. We are already advocating their voluntary adoption, and will be happy to continue spreading that message.
Internet users, registrants, and registrars all need the freedom to be able to develop new business models, operational approaches, and uses for domain names, potentially including the bulk registration of domains. Thresholds and algorithms are always going to be imperfect and evolving, especially in the context of an ever-changing threat landscape. The attributes of abuse that are relevant for detection are not static, and committing to particular technological approaches risks becoming problematic, overbroad, redundant, exploitable, or harmful, and can have unintended consequences.

Friction at the time of registration is not the only potential approach for limiting harms from bulk registrations. An avenue potentially worth exploring is to encourage Registrars to investigate all of the domains in a customer account where one is identified as malicious². This could have the effect of identifying other malicious domains not acquired in bulk, and the expense of such investigations should incentivize Registrars to implement controls they deem efficient.

There are sensible and practical options available to registrars that will reduce DNS Abuse regardless of transaction volume right now. We should encourage their adoption, and endeavour to understand the landscape of bulk domain registration before committing to any particular solutions.

Regards,
Graeme Bunton,
Executive Director,
DNS Abuse Institute

² As opposed to compromised
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